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Hi Everyone,


Sorry it’s been a while since the last edition but not a lot has been sent to me to add to the newsletter!


The majority of the Committee met today in Carol’s garden for a social distancing catch up.  Sadly 
neither Tom or I could make it but at least the others had a chance for a chat face to face rather than via 
Zoom!


Sadly there is still no sign of us being able to get back to driving which we are all sad about.  Like most 
of you, I really miss my Wednesday mornings, although somehow, they always seem to be very busy!


I don’t know how I had time to go to the art classes, RDA and hydro therapy  in a week, as now every 
day seems to be full - perhaps the garden is looking better than usual?  Certainly the veg beds are doing 
well.


I had one success recently - one of my photos was selected for the front of our Parish Magazine for 
which I won a case of beer from Crafty Brewing in Dunsfold - not a bad prize which I know my husband 
and I will enjoy!


Do please send me things to include, otherwise you are going to be bored 
with me infilling with my life and I can assure you it is not that interesting!


Photos and/or stories - hopefully more to report now we are allowed to 
move around a bit more.  Have any of you met up at all or had any 
adventures?


Put your thinking caps on, and send me whatever you like (as long as it is 
printable!).


Love to you all

Angie Figgis



FINALLY A LITTLE QUIZ FOR YOU - enjoy

SARAH TAYLOR 

Many congratulations to Sarah who graduated last month from Bristol 
University with a degree in Veterinary Medicine.


I just love this picture of her in her  ‘graduation outfit’ and the gosling!


The whole family must be very proud of her.


What a talented bunch they are.


LOVE THIS STORY SENT IN BY JUDITH  
BROWN 

‘KFC has caused a stir after refusing to serve 
a man on a horse and cart at a drive thru 
restaurant.  This does seem unfair and 
shortsighted.  With concerns about global 
warming, horses are the transport of the 
future - and they are perfect for social 
distancing too.


Give someone a lift in a car and you’re sitting 
right next to them, breathing in each other’s 
air.  Sit them in a cart on the other hand, and 
both of you are out in the lovely fresh air; ride 
separately on a horse each and you can be 
more than 2mtrs apart at all times.


Restaurants, desperate for business, can’t 
afford to turn anyone away, so we suggest 
they adapt by providing straw, water and up-
dated menu. I will have one chicken bucket, a 
large coke and two carrots please’.


Daily Telegraph

ARTHUR SEEMS TO BE ENJOYING THIS 
RETIREMENT LARK!

Another Milsom walk.  Len and Eileen walked 
on the South Downs above Storrington.  No 
stiles this time, but a lot of steep hills, 
especially when one gets lost!!

I think we all know that feeling!


Lovely view though - so definitely worth the 
effort.  Well done you guys.


